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Overview

• Assimilating conventional/non-radiance observation 
• Setting-up a 3DEnVar run
• Making a 3DEnVar run

• Results diagnostics
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Inputs: 
xb: background fields                               ----from forecast 
y: observations                                        ----from obs2ioda converter
R: observation error covariance matrix   ----from obs file, or defined in yaml
B: background error covariance matrix   ----for pure 3DEnVar, it determined from 
                                                                     ensemble forecasts; also need localization
                                                                     input
Output:
x: the analysis
…

Setting up a 3DEnVar run
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observations:
     observers:
     - obs space:
           name: Aircraft
       obs error:
       obs operator:
       obs filters:
     - obs space:
           name: GnssroRefNCEP
       obs error:
       obs operator:
       obs filters:
     - obs space:
           name: Satwind
…

Setting up a yaml file   (focus on observations)
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PreQC:
The quality markers are assigned by various data pre-
processing software.

Here, PreQC is assigned from obs2ioda-v2 converter in 
subroutine filter_obs_conv (as in GSI’s  
read_prepbufr.f90)

Aircraft
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Satellite wind
Filter Actions/Assign error:
ufo/src/ufo/filters/actions/AssignError.cc

The error estimates of observations flagged by the filter 
are set to a specified value. This can be either a 
constant (specified using the error parameter option) or a 
variable (specified using the error function option).
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Gnssro

Domain Check: 
ufo/src/ufo/filters/ObsDomainCheck.cc
This filter retains all observations selected by 
the where statement and rejects all others; 
here, the filter used to control the maximum 
height one wants to assimilate RO 
observation. 

Roobserror (errmode: NCEP): a RO specific 
filter. 
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Surface pressure

SfcPCorrected: correct the computation of 
surface atmospheric pressure at a location 
for the discrepancy in model topography at 
the observation location. 

Difference Check：
This filter will compare the difference 
between a reference variable and a second 
variable and assign a QC flag if the 
difference is outside of a prescribed range.
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References: 
https://jointcenterforsatellitedataassimilation-jedi-
docs.readthedocs-hosted.com/en/latest/inside/jedi-
components/ufo/index.html

https://jointcenterforsatellitedataassimilation-jedi-docs.readthedocs-hosted.com/en/latest/inside/jedi-components/ufo/index.html
https://jointcenterforsatellitedataassimilation-jedi-docs.readthedocs-hosted.com/en/latest/inside/jedi-components/ufo/index.html
https://jointcenterforsatellitedataassimilation-jedi-docs.readthedocs-hosted.com/en/latest/inside/jedi-components/ufo/index.html


Quality Control in UFO:

References: 
https://jointcenterforsatellitedataassimilation-jedi-
docs.readthedocs-hosted.com/en/latest/inside/jedi-
components/ufo/qcfilters/index.html

https://jointcenterforsatellitedataassimilation-jedi-docs.readthedocs-hosted.com/en/latest/inside/jedi-components/ufo/qcfilters/index.html
https://jointcenterforsatellitedataassimilation-jedi-docs.readthedocs-hosted.com/en/latest/inside/jedi-components/ufo/qcfilters/index.html
https://jointcenterforsatellitedataassimilation-jedi-docs.readthedocs-hosted.com/en/latest/inside/jedi-components/ufo/qcfilters/index.html
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mpasjedi_3denvar.log:
OOPS_STATS Run end          - Runtime:    134.43 sec,  Memory: total:    23.00 Gb, per task: min =   
594.06 Mb, max =  1101.14 Mb

Run: Finishing oops::Variational<MPAS, UFO and IODA observations> with status = 0
OOPS Ending   2023-09-15 09:24:26 (UTC-0600)

Output feedback files:
obsout_da_aircraft.h5         obsout_da_gnssrorefncep.h5 
obsout_da_satwind.h5        obsout_da_sondes.h5
obsout_da_sfc.h5

./mpasjedi_variational.x ./3denvar.yaml ./mpasjedi_3denvar.log
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Overview

• Assimilating conventional observation
• YAML settings
• QC settings used in practice section and 

corresponding code
• Results diagnostics



Group Name Meaning

ObsValue For when a specific variable is a direct observed/reported measurement, such as satellite 
radiance or surface weather observations of airTemperature and dewpointTemperature.

DerivedObsValue For when a variable is derived from the direct/measured quantity such as satellite 
brightnessTemperature or relativeHumidity.

EffectiveObsValue This group name is UFO’s computed effective obsValue after bias correction or adjustment (for 
example adjusting observation value with respect to model height).

Metadata

Use this group name for ancillary data that provides added description to an ObsValue in general. 
Simple examples are stationElevation and airTemperature to provide the added information 
needed for the altitude for which a surface temperature observation was made. Similarly, the 
airPressure, altitude, and eastwardWind for radiosonde or satellite atmospheric motion vector 
winds.

HofX This is the end product of the forward operator, known in DA as H(x) or HofX.

ObsError This group name denotes Observation Errors that arrive from upstream data sources. The values 
are usually considered to be the standard deviation of observation errors.

EffectiveError

This group name is UFO’s computed effective ObsError value after any number of QC steps that 
may “inflate” or alter the ObsError. In JEDI, this final value given to the DA means that 
ObsValues with large relative EffectiveError have less impact than relatively small EffectiveError 
values.

QualityMarker 
(formerly PreQC)

This group name is for legacy systems in which quality markers might be assigned by various 
data pre-processing software before creating the IODA files/streams for use in UFO.

EffectiveQC
This group name is UFO’s final QC value given by the QCflags.h enumeration of values 
associated with various QC rejection or other steps. Examples include Bounds Check, Domain 
Check, Background Check, etc.

From:
https://jointcenterforsatellitedataass
imilation-jedi-docs.readthedocs-
hosted.com/en/latest/inside/convent
ions/objects_and_layouts.html#gro
up-based-data-organization

https://jointcenterforsatellitedataassimilation-jedi-docs.readthedocs-hosted.com/en/latest/inside/conventions/objects_and_layouts.html
https://jointcenterforsatellitedataassimilation-jedi-docs.readthedocs-hosted.com/en/latest/inside/conventions/objects_and_layouts.html
https://jointcenterforsatellitedataassimilation-jedi-docs.readthedocs-hosted.com/en/latest/inside/conventions/objects_and_layouts.html
https://jointcenterforsatellitedataassimilation-jedi-docs.readthedocs-hosted.com/en/latest/inside/conventions/objects_and_layouts.html
https://jointcenterforsatellitedataassimilation-jedi-docs.readthedocs-hosted.com/en/latest/inside/conventions/objects_and_layouts.html


https://github.com/JCSDA-internal/ufo/blob/develop/src/ufo/filters/QCflags.h: 

https://github.com/JCSDA-internal/ufo/blob/develop/src/ufo/filters/QCflags.h
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Check log file: 

Quadratic cost function: J   ( 1) = 507631.5061956716
  Quadratic cost function: Jb  ( 1) = 6.828370375967046
  Quadratic cost function: JoJc( 1) = 507624.6778252956
  Quadratic cost function: J   ( 2) = 495129.1315379007
  Quadratic cost function: Jb  ( 2) = 39.53971478609463
  Quadratic cost function: JoJc( 2) = 495089.5918231146
  Quadratic cost function: J   ( 3) = 478221.3655824636
……

Norm reduction ( 1) = 1.280374518688759
  Norm reduction ( 2) = 0.9192503145984233
  Norm reduction ( 3) = 0.8992375745724203
  Norm reduction ( 4) = 0.8075275442766622
  Norm reduction ( 5) = 0.6653240040986598
……
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Check cost function and norm reduction: 

plot_cost_grad_tut.py
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Check OMB OMA figures: 

Aircraft wind_Northward

OMA distribution RMS of OMB/OMA profile

graphics/standalone/plot_diag.py
plot_diag_omboma_tut.py
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Questions?


